
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rudeness 
       Some people think it is smart to speak in a rude manner, or it 
is very intelligent to be sharp on people… but no-one likes this kind 
of personality… maybe on a TV, people like to see you… but not as 
a companion or a friend. To speak in a very sweet manner is a sign 
of good breeding, of a fear of God. Those who fear God, will never 
speak rudely to another person, because in the other person also, 
the same Spirit is shining (870114) 
       Now you have to love all the seekers of the world… they have 
done wrong… they have done all kinds of ego trips… they have done 
all kinds of mistakes… but your Mother loves them… and you have 
to love them. If they have to be corrected, I'll do that… you just 
don’t do that way that they feel hurt. So we have a Sahaja Yoga 
tradition also in which when we speak to each other, we have that 
Sankoch within us of Shri Ram… and if you don’t have that Sankoch
you get right heart… and that right heart is a very dangerous thing
in the country like England where the climate is so bad… because it 
gives you the horrible thing called Asthma. You get Asthma if your 
right heart is caught… not necessarily that asthma will come only 
from right heart… can also come from centre heart… but if you get
right heart, you definitely get asthma. So this Sankoch one has to 
learn… the Mariadas… means the boundaries of your relationships. 
Shri Rama is known for his boundaries… he doesn’t cross the limit… 
in everything… discretion of the heart should be there. Now there 
is no word for discretion of the heart in English language… which is
Mariada… discretion of the heart is… how far to go (820402); Not 
to say something in such a way that you touch the wrong side of a 
person… is Sankoch. The delicacy of understanding. You see… this 
arrogance and rudeness comes to us because we have no Sankoch. 
That Sankoch, that understanding comes if you love someone and 
understand (820402)  
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Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
870114.1 Sankranti, Farewell - see 861221 (6 Puja Talks) Not good 15 
820402 Shri Rama's birthday - Chelsham Road - Good 70 mins 
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